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A good solution for unstructured road detection in nonhomogeneous environment is to combine the two kinds of
methods together[2-5], but how to achieve the trade-off between
the complexity and robustness is a difficult problem. In this
paper, we present a nonparametric technique for modeling the
road and off-road. The approach is based on kernel density
estimation of the probability density function which uses the
color information of each pixel given a sample, and combines
the both advantages of the feature-based methods and modelbased methods. Field tests and simulation show that the
proposed approach is effective and robust.

Abstract—Road recognition is one of the key technologies in the
vision-based intelligent navigation system. In this paper, we
present a novel non-parametric estimation model and a robust
approach for the unstructured road recognition. The model
keeps a set of sample for both road region and off-road region,
and then estimates the probability of a newly pixel based on color
information. For improving the real time capability and ruling
out the interferences caused by variances of illumination and
shadows, the image is divided into several small blocks, and a
segment method is used to extract the lane boundaries from the
mixed block areas. Finally, the boundaries of the lanes are fitted
by the B-spline curve in which the best control points are
searched by the least square method. Both field tests and
simulation show that the proposed algorithm is effective and
robust.

II.

The road recognition problem can be described as a process
of image binarization. Each pixel in the image can be marked
as road or off-road according to the binarization algorithms. An
effective way to carry out the binarization process is to solve
the probability density function (pdf) of each pixel in image
based on the given sample sets of road and off-road. The
methods to solve the pdf mainly include parameter estimation
and non-parametric estimation.
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recognition; non-parametric estimation; Block-segment; B-spline
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I.

NON-PARAMETRIC ESTIMATION MODEL

INTRODUCTION

Road recognition is one of the key technologies in the
vision-based intelligent navigation system, which is recently
the hottest research topic of machine vision. A robust road
recognition algorithm can provide accurate road position and
direction information for the navigation system. Currently, the
researches for the structure roads have been highly developed,
but the detection of unstructured roads need to be further
studied, since the unstructured roads do not have obvious
feature, and there exist a variety of interfering factors (such as
light, shadow, etc.) from the external environment.

Gaussian mixture model (GMM)[2,3] is the representative of
the parametric estimation method for road recognition. This
method is based on training samples. The road samples and
off-road samples are selected firstly. Then the samples are
classified by k-nearest methods[4], and each road class is
identified by (mr,Cr,Nr), where mr represents the mean value of
a sample set and Cr indicates how the individual colors
elements are interrelated and the number of pixels is Nr. Then
the Gaussian pdf and Bayes rule are used to calculate the
probability that each pixel x in the image is from a road region
or an off-road region. Previous works show that GMM based
unstructured methods is effective in non-homogeneous
environments where other algorithms fail, such as heavy
shadow conditions, barriers on the road etc. However, such
kind of parametric estimation method always needs to give a
hypothesis that the data samples in each possible classification
should be subject to a specific distribution, but sometimes the
hypothesis is far from the actual physical model, so these kind
of method do not always obtain satisfactory results.

There are mainly two kinds of methods to deal with the
detection of unstructured road: the feature-based method and
model-based method. The feature-based[1,2] method obtains the
road region by clustering or region growing approach based on
the differences of gradient, color or texture between road
region and off-road region. The main advantage of such kind of
method is not sensitive to the shape of the road. But it is
sensitive to the shadows, water areas and need more
computational resources. The model-based[3] method begins
with the hypothesis of the road model, and then matches the
road edge with the road model. Such kind of method is more
comprehensive, since only few parameters are needed to model
the road edges, and it is more robust against noises, but the
result of such method is dependent on the hypothesis of the
road model, so they cannot fit to the situation that the shape of
road changes greatly.

Since these defects, Rosenblatt[6] and Parzen[7] proposed a
non-parametric estimation method, the kernel density
estimation. This method studies the characteristics of data
distribution only from the data samples itself, and does not
make any assumptions or use any priori knowledge about the
data distribution. As its universality and robustness, the non-
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parametric estimation is widely used in many statistical
application fields.

A. Block classifying
The adjacent pixels in road or off-road regions are
generally continuous and similar, so we don’t need to judge
every pixel by using kernel density estimation. Based on the
block-classifying theory in the literature [8], a discrimination
method that classifies blocks by its four corner regions is
proposed to improve the flexibility and accuracy.

To process road recognition using the kernel density
estimation, let X1,…,XN be the recent road (or off-road)
samples of color values (e.g. RGB values). Using these
samples, the probability density function that each pixel in the
image which has color value Xt at time t can be nonparametrically estimated using the kernel KH as:

Pr( X t ) =

1
N

N

¦K

H

(Xt − Xi )

Firstly the method divides image to some blocks, then uses
kernel density estimation to identify the four corner areas of
every block to road and off-road region. If most pixels in the
corner area are road-pixel, the corner is defined as road region,
otherwise, off-road region. Finally we can classify every block
according to the corner’s classification. The detail process as
follows: (1) If all corner areas are road region, the block is
defined as road region; (2) If all corner areas are off-road
region, the block is defined as off-road region; (3) Others the
block is defined as mixture region.

(1)

i =1

If choosing the kernel estimator function, KH, to be a
Gaussian kernel, KH = N(0,H), where H is a symmetric positive
definite d×d kernel function bandwidth matrix, and we assume
diagonal correlation matrix H with a different kernel
bandwidths sj2 for the jth color channel, then the density can be
estimated as:
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In the process of blocking, blocks and corner areas can be
set to different size according to the different scene. The larger
block is helpful to eliminate interference points and can reduce
the processing time. The larger corner regions are conducive to
improving the stability of results, but it will increase the
processing time. Our experiments have proved that, in general,
setting the size of corner area to the block’s 1/67 can be taken
to achieve the most stable results.

(2)

i =1

Where d is the dimension of the kernel function. Using this
probability estimate, we can respectively calculate the
probability that a newly observed pixel value is from the road
and off-road regions, the pixel is then considered as a road
pixel if Pr(road|Xt)>Pr(off-road|Xt), and vice versa. Practically,
the probability estimation can be calculated in a very fast way
using pre calculated lookup tables for the kernel function
values given the color value difference, (Xt - Xi), and the kernel
function bandwidth.

Fig. 1 shows a block-classifying result, in which the thinblack blocks are road region (label 3), the white blocks are offroad region (label 1), and the thick-black blocks are mixture
region (label 2). We can see that some road blocks are
misjudged as mixture regions. To fix such error, we make a
connectivity detection for the blocks. If all the adjacent blocks
of the current mixture region block are road blocks, we modify
the block to road block region; if all of the adjacent blocks are
off-road blocks, we change it to off-road block region.

To estimate the kernel bandwidth, sj2, for the jth color
channel for a given pixel we compute the median absolute
deviation over the sample for each consecutive intensity values
of the pixel. That is, the median, m, of |xi–xi+1| for each
consecutive pair (xi, xi+1) in the sample, is calculated
independently for each color channel. Since we are measuring
deviations between two consecutive intensity values, the pair
(xi, xi+1) usually comes from the same local-in-time distribution
and only few pairs are expected to come from cross
distributions. If we assume that this local-in-time distribution is
Normal N(m,s2), then the deviation (xi–xi+1) is Normal N(0,2s2).
So the standard deviation of the first distribution can be
estimated as:

˄a˅Before denoising

m
(3)
x ≈ N (μ,σ 2 )  xi − xi +1 ≈ N (0, 2σ 2 )  σ =
0.68 2

Figure1.

Result of block-classifying

B. Edge extracting
It can be sure that the current road boundaries only exist in
the mixed region blocks, so we only need to process such kind
of blocks. For each mixed block, let the pending line (the line
to be processed) be the line that connecting the mid-points of
block’s left and right border, and then judge each pixel in the
pending line to be road or off-road. Algorithm flow is as
follows:

Since the deviations are integer values, linear interpolation
is used to obtain more accurate median values.
III.

˄b˅After denoising

THE ROAD RECOGNITION APPROACH

In order to improve the real time capability and rule out the
interferences due to variances of illumination and shadows, we
propose a block-segment approach based on kernel density
estimation for detection road regions and use the B-spline
curve model for fitting the boundaries of the road lanes. We
describe the details of the proposed approach in the following.

•
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Firstly, identify the pixels in pending line of all mixed
region blocks in image;

•

D. B-spline fitting

Then, scan each pixel on the scan line from image’s
left to right, where the scan line is defined as the line
having the same coordinate of Y-axis as the
corresponding pending line. Take the continuous road
pixels set in the scan line to be a candidate subsegment line. Process all the scan lines in image by the
same way;

•

After that, merge the close candidate road sub-segment
line in the scan line. Deal with all scan line’s candidate
road’s sub-segment, and get the road line set;

•

Finally, for the road segments on each scan line,
extract the line segment’s left and right boundary point
and obtain the boundary points set of image.

1) Road model selection
The selection of road model plays an important role in the
road recognition approach. The commonly used road model
includes: straight-line road model, the parabolic road model,
hyperbolic road model and spline curves road model. Among
these model, the three B-spline curve model has the advantage
that changes in local control points will not affect the overall
curve, which making the construction of curves with high
stability.
An cubic B-Spline curve with n+1 control points Pi
(i=0,1,…,n) can be expressed as[10]:
n

C (u ) = ¦ PN
i i ,4 (u )

From the Fig. 2(a), we can see there are still some incorrect
diagnosed boundary points. In actual situation, the location of
the adjacent roads’ boundary points and the width of the road
change little[9]. Therefore, we can analyze the changes of the
road’s boundary points, if the location of one boundary point
took great changes to the others, or it caused great changes on
road width, it would be excluded. Fig. 2(b) shows the result
after excluding noise point.



(a) The edges before denoising
Figure2.

Where Ni,4(u) is the base function, and the matrix format is:
ª1
«3
1
C (u ) = [u 3 , u 2 , u ,1] ⋅ «
6 « −3
«
¬0

˄b˅The edges after denoising
Result of edge extracting

IV.

(6)

RESULTS

In this section, the experiment was performed on a personal
computer which equipped the Intel (R) Pentium ® 4 CPU
3GHz with 512MB memory. The proposed approach was
realized using the lib of OpenCV and the code was complied in
VS2005. Both field tests and simulation can show the
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithm.

Let Ci be the size of corner area in block, roadCi be the
number of road region pixels of block, and offroadCi be the
number of off-road region pixels of block. The credibility of
current block’s road and off-road region is respectively denoted
as Wr and Wo:
1 N road Ci
1 N offroad Ci
, Wo = ¦
¦
N i =1 Ci
N i =1
Ci

3 3 1 º ª Pi −1 º
6 3 0 »» «« Pi »»
⋅
, u ∈ [0,1]
0 3 0 » « Pi +1 »
»
» «
4 1 0 ¼ ¬ Pi + 2 ¼

2) Road boundary fitting
As most of the road shape is not complicated, we can use
only three control points to obtain B-spline curve model[11],
where the first interpolation point and the end interpolation
point are selected as the first and the last control points of the
interpolation sequence [P1,P2,…,Pn]. To let the fitting curve
pass by the first and the end interpolation points, the node
vector in the first three nodes are set to the same as the last
three nodes. To get the optimized position of the second
control point, we use the least square method (LSM) to search
the interpolation sequence [P2,P3,…,Pn-1] and select the best
one. Thanks to the small number of node in sequence, the
search process is not time consuming.

C. Model updating
The samples set of road and off-road needs to be updated
continuously to adapt to changes in the scene. In this paper,
combining with the block-classifying, we update the model by
a block credibility based method.

Wr =

(5)

i =0

(4)

Where N=4 represents four corner areas, and 0İWr,Woİ
1, where the Wr=Wo=1 represents the best credibility.
In order to reduce the effect to the model updating from
shadows, light and so on, we calculate the average value of
every block’s current and history credibility in the image.
Then, we add these blocks to a update queue, and at every
update time we select the N best credibility blocks to displace
the samples, where N is depending on the number of blocks in
samples set.

˄a˅Garden scene
Figure3.

˄b˅Cross country scene
Results of field tests

Fig. 3 shows two snapshots of video sequence captured
during unmanned vehicle field testing, in which the black line
represents the road boundaries recognized by proposed
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surface is covered by shade. Our algorithm uses blockclassifying method to exclude noises, and can accurately finish
the fitting. The max_edge can also roughly fit the road
boundaries, but due to the interference caused by the shadow,
some mistakes occurred on the top of the image. In scene (f),
the max_edge algorithm encounters a big problem, the shadow
of the tree on both sides of the road are identified as the road
boundaries, this is because when there is much interference in
the image, the updating method of max_edge becomes
instability, but our algorithm can still work well.

approach. In (a) there exist some pedestrians, and the algorithm
can successfully rule out these interfering factors and fit the
road boundary. (b) contains a cross country road scene of the
2009 "Future of Intelligent Vehicle Challenge". There are
many shades of cracks and rutting blots on the road, besides the
color and position distribution of grass on both sides of the
road is uneven. Our approach can still accurately fit the road
boundary. Errors occurred only on the top of the image or on
the location of continuous corners, which is because only three
control points are used to solve the road model.
As the limitations of the test environment, we carried out a
variety of simulation experiments on video images provided by
the Vision and Automation System Center (VASC) in Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU), the test set of road pictures can be
downloaded from: http://vasc.ri.cmu.edu/idb/images/road/. We
compared the results of proposed approach with the max_edge
algorithm[3]. Materials used in our study include 521 pictures,
which contain dawn, dusk, snowy, shade and other test
environments.



V.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we present an unstructured road recognition
algorithm using the block-segment based non-parametric
model combined with B-spline curve. The algorithm use kernel
density estimation combined with the block-classifying method
to segment road and off-road regions. The block-classifying
method not only guarantees the robustness of the mixture
model method, but also reduces the computational complexity.
Meanwhile, the proposed approach incorporates a model of Bspline curve to fit road boundary, which enhances the
capability against the interference from shadows, light changes
and other factor. Field tests and simulation experiments show
that the algorithm is effective and robust.
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(a) normal

(b) dusk



Figure4.
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(d) after rain



(e) potholes



(f) shadow

Results of simulation comparison

Fig. 4 shows a part of test results. The first row is the
results of our algorithm, and the second row is the results of
max_edge. In the Fig. 4, (a) is a image with less interference,
both sides of the road is covered with dry leaves; (b) is a dusk
scene, the road surface is covered by a number of shadow; (c)
is a snow scene, the road surface is covered with snow; (d) is a
scene after the rain, it is hard to distinguish road and off-road
regions even by eyes. We can clearly see that max_edge and
our algorithm both accurately extract the boundary of the road.
In scene (e), there are many potholes in the roads, and the road
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